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Ease of Manufacturing and Definition of the Tolerances for 
Fabrication and Assemblies of Microobjectives 
 
 
In the making optical systems lenses for microscopes appears the question about possibility of their 
fabrication in conditions of serial production. 
Ease of manufacturing – is the collection of characteristics on optimisation of the expenses of the 
labour, facilities, materials and time at preparing and fabrication instruments. 
The fabrication of the optical details of microobjectives and their assembly in united optical system 
at production – is a complex technological problem. 
By means of computing machinery the influence of the deflections of constructive elements on 
optical features can be installed on stage aberration calculation of the systems. For reception 
accounting quality of image in real maked lens necessary to provide required accuracy of the 
reception of the accounting profile of the lenses. Constructor must fix the tolerances on thickness of 
optical details, deflections on factors of refraction of optical materials and the accuracy of 
fabrication of radiuses a curvature of surfaces. 
The method of the determination tolerances of fabrications of the optical details on base of the 
analysis of aberration axial and nonaxial bunches of rays is present in this article. 
At definition of the tolerances on fabrication of the optical details constructor prototypes the real 
process of the assembly of the lens. The errors in the process of fabrication of the optical details 
removes by means of the small change minimum two air gaps. One of them – is a worker length of 
microobjective, which limits of the change are connected with theoretical depth of the sharpness. 
Other are fixed by Constructor and are used for minimization aberration axial and nonaxial bunches.  
In base of the offered method is supposed that input and output apertures of microobjectives give 
accuracy of the execution paraxial features and are connected straight with its resolving ability. 
Changing air gap for correcting and producing refocusing on object, worker obtains the minimum 
spherical aberration.  
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